RNA interference: new mechanisms for targeted treatment?
Nucleic acid-based sequence-specific therapeutic intervention offers the potential for treatment of particular cancers without side effects. RNA interference (RNAi) induced by small interfering RNA (siRNA) (19-21 bp) is a normal cellular mechanism leading to highly specific and extraordinarily efficient degradation of the corresponding mRNA. The mechanism of RNAi as well as strategies for the design and delivery of siRNA are described. The growing role of RNAi in target validation for cancer-specific genetic aberrations is discussed. We attempt an early assessment of the potential for using RNAi technologies to treat cancer directly, especially hematologic malignancies. Promising targets for specific gene silencing in hematologic oncology include oncogenic fusion proteins and oncogenes activated by point mutations. Potency and specificity of gene silencing are the major advantages of the new RNAi technology over other nucleic acid-based gene targeting approaches. Crucial questions for pharmaceutical interventions remain. Advances in the areas of delivery, systemic spreading and duration of the silencing effect are necessary before the methodology can enter clinical oncology.